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Welcome Address
Dr Enno Aufderheide, Secretary General of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
Research Alumni Meeting of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Santiago de Chile, 23 – 24 November 2018
On behalf of the Alexander von Humboldt
Foundation, I would like to welcome you to
the Research Alumni Conference of the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Santiago
de Chile.
The ties between the Humboldt
Foundation and Chile are close and intensive
as I will illustrate later in my address. It is
thus with great pleasure that we are

Photo: Humboldt Foundation/ Michael Jordan

supporting the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology’s Research Alumni Conference here at the
Heidelberg Center for Latin America in Santiago de Chile.
As you are undoubtedly aware, the Humboldt Foundation promotes academic
cooperation between excellent scientists and scholars from Germany and abroad. Our
Research Fellowships and Research Awards enable highly qualified researchers and
academics from all disciplines and all countries to spend extended periods working on
research in Germany. But we do not stop there: when the initial sponsorship period has
come to an end and our Humboldtians – as we refer to the worldwide network of researchers
we have sponsored – have returned to their own countries, we provide flexible support that
helps them maintain and extend their relations with colleagues in Germany through a wide
range of alumni sponsorship opportunities. Today, our worldwide Humboldt Network of
Excellence embraces more than 29,000 scholars and scientists in over 140 countries.
There are currently approximately 140 Humboldtians in Chile. All of them were selected
for one single reason: academic excellence. This has always been and remains the
Humboldt Foundation’s only selection criterion. We sponsor people, not projects, and we do
not have any quotas for countries or disciplines.
Between 1953 and 2017, 206 Research Fellowships and five Humboldt Research
Awards were granted to scholars and scientists from Chile. The most recent Research Award
winner from Chile was Prof. Dr Rodrigo Gutiérrez from the Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Chile who has just been honored this month with a Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel Research
Award. This award is granted to eminent scientists and scholars from abroad who not only
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have an international reputation in their field but who are expected to continue producing
cutting-edge achievements which will have a seminal influence on their discipline beyond
their immediate field of work in the future.
As mentioned earlier, fostering a worldwide network of Humboldt alumni is one of the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation’s paramount goals. Its wide range of alumni
sponsorship opportunities includes the so-called “Humboldt Kollegs”. These are initiatives
suggested by Humboldt Alumni Associations and individual Humboldtians to organize
regional and interdisciplinary conferences. They serve to strengthen regional and
professional networking amongst Humboldt alumni and spark the interest of junior
researchers in Alexander von Humboldt Foundation programs and in Germany as a research
location. In Chile, four Humboldt Kollegs have taken place since 2014. The most recent,
“Translational Medicine: Emerging Health Problems in Latin America”, was held by Prof. Dr
Raúl Sánchez from the Universidad de la Frontera in Pucón in March 2018.
Every year, the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation grants up to four Humboldt Alumni
Awards to promote Humboldtians’ innovative networking initiatives. The award is designed to
support initiatives not covered by the Foundation's existing sponsorship and alumni
programs. It promotes academic and cultural relations between Germany and the Humboldt
alumni's own countries and strengthens their collaboration in the respective regions. Since
2009, two Humboldt Alumni Awards have been granted to initiatives suggested by alumni
from Chile. Most recently, Prof. Dr Claudio Llanos from the Pontificia Universidad Católica in
Valparaíso received a 2018 Humboldt Alumni Award for his proposal. With his “Network for
the study of contemporary social and political issues in Europe and Latin America: discussing
and comparing our problems and responses,” Claudio Llanos is building a specialist network
of historians, sociologists and economists focusing on the current social and political
challenges facing Europe and Latin America.
The global network of Humboldt alumni engages in cultural, scientific and scholarly
dialogue at the highest levels. It is an excellent catalyst for internationalizing science and
research and, last but not least, makes an important contribution to German foreign cultural
and educational policy beyond the sphere of academic cooperation.
For several years, the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation has also been promoting
research alumni activities at universities and research institutions in Germany in the context
of the collaborative project “International Research Marketing”. Since 2011, it has sponsored
various competitions, inviting universities and research institutes to submit proposals for
expanding collaboration with their research alumni. The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
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has received two awards for its convincing concepts for research alumni activities. In the
2017 contest, it was successful with its proposal to organize today’s "Research Alumni
Meeting", and the Humboldt Foundation is proud to support this important conference in
Santiago de Chile.
Our thanks go to the German Ministry of Education and Research for funding the
International Research Marketing initiative and for supporting this meeting. Our thanks are
also due to our kind hosts, the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and the Heidelberg Center
for Latin America.
I hope the ties between the Humboldt research alumni from Chile and both the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology and the Humboldt Foundation will continue to complement each
other. The Foundation would like to encourage Humboldtians here in Chile to make generous
use of its alumni programs and to return to Germany to pursue further research
collaborations. We should be delighted to welcome many Chilean research alumni to
Germany in the near future.
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KIT Research Alumni Conference
“Renewable Energies – a German-Chilean Cooperation”
Date: November 23-24, 2018
Venue: Heidelberg Center for Latin America, Santiago de Chile
Organized by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
within the framework of the sponsorship program “Research Alumni Meetings Abroad”
administered by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
and funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research

PUBLICATION OPTIONS:
Accepted contributions of participants will be published in a peer-reviewed and edited
volume of Springer Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering.
https://www.springer.com/series/7818

Break

Welcome Addresses

Reception

Day I

08:30 am Welcome Coffee

09:00 am

09:30 am

09:40 am

Welcome Address by Professor Dr. Thomas Hirth,
Vice President for Innovation and International Affairs, Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT)
Welcome Address by Professor Dr. Cristian Bornhardt, KIT Alumni Club
President in Chile, and Dr. Erwin Plett, KIT Deputy Alumni Club President
in Chile

Consultation and Networking Break (Coffee Break) and Photo Session
with Vice President Professor Dr. Thomas Hirth

Context

The meeting is a constituent of the collaborative project “International Research Marketing” which is a
joint initiative by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, the German Academic Exchange Service, the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, and the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft. All activities within the project are
part of the “Promote Innovation and Research in Germany” initiative under its brand “Research in
Germany.” The initiative is funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
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Workshop

11:00 am

11:45 am

Lunch

Presentation

10:15 am

12:30 pm

Dr. Petra Roth, International Affairs (INTL), KIT: “The Research Alumni
Initiative at KIT”
Professor Dr. Andreas Braun, Institute for Regional Science (IFR), KIT: “A
KIT-Chilean Partnership for the Future in the Fields of Renewable
Energies, Raw Materials, Climate and Industrial Symbiosis: The Institute
for Eco-Industrial Development (IEDE)”
Scientific Poster Session by Participants of the Conference
Open Space - Research Alumni Meet KIT Alumni Club Presidents

Lunch

03:30 pm

Consultation and Networking Break (Coffee Break)

Visit

02:00 pm

Rainer Schröer, Promotion of Renewable Energies in Chile, German
Corporation for International Cooperation GmbH (GIZ)
Professor Dr. Rodrigo Palma, Solar Energy Research Center SERC-Chile,
Universidad de Chile (UdC)
Professor Dr. Christof Weinhardt, Institute of Information Systems and
Marketing (IISM), KIT
Professor Dr. Frank Dinter, Director of the Center for Solar Energy
Technologies (CSET), Fraunhofer Institute Chile
Annika Schüttler, Smart Energy Concepts, Cámara Chileno – Alemana de
Comercio e Industria - CAMCHAL

04:00 pm
–
06:00 pm

Visit of the Fraunhofer Center for Solar Energy Technologies,
Santiago de Chile

Dinner Reception

Panel Discussion

Panel Discussion: “Renewable Energies – a German-Chilean Cooperation
and Challenge for the Future”. Presented by Professor Dr. Thomas Kohl,
Division of Geothermal Energy, Institute of Applied Geosciences (AWG),
KIT

07:30 pm
–
09:30 pm

Reception at the German Embassy in Santiago

Welcome Address by German Ambassador Rolf Schulze
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Presentations

Day II
09:00 am

Dr. Petra Roth (INTL), KIT: “Research and Research Funding
Opportunities in Germany in the Context of Research Alumni
Activities”

09:30 am

Dr. Martina Schulze, Director of the German Science and Innovation
House, São Paulo, Brazil: “Germany as a Partner for Funding
Innovation and Technology Transfer”

10:00 am

Susanne Reischmann, Director of the DAAD Office in Chile: “Funding
Opportunities by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)”
Consultation and Networking (Coffee Break)

10:30 am
Scientific Poster Session by Participants of the Conference
Workshop A: Professor Dr. Andreas Braun, (IFR), KIT: “Industrial
Development as an Innovation and Development Strategy”

Workshops

Parallel:

11:00 am

Workshop B: Professor Dr. Christof Weinhardt, (IISM), KIT: “Integration
of Renewable Generation through Local Energy Markets: Opportunities
in Chile and Germany”
Parallel:

Workshop

Workshop C: Professor Dr. Thomas Kohl, (AGW), KIT: “Perspectives of
Geothermal Energy in Latin America – Chances, Risks and Potential
for Renewable Energy Development.”
12:30 pm

Lunch

02:00 pm

Presentation of Workshop Results (all workshops)

03:00 pm

Consultation and Networking (Coffee Break)
KIT Alumni Clubs and Research Alumni: A “Win-win” Relation

03:30 pm

Scientific Poster Sessions by Participants of the Conference
Reimbursement of Travel Costs

04:15 pm

Evaluation of the Conference & Closing Remarks

04:30 pm

End of Conference
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KIT Research Alumni Conference in Santiago
“Renewable Energies – a German‐Chilean
Cooperation”

Short Profiles of the Participants

José Aliaga
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Carla Allende
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Universidad de Concepción (Chile)
Concepción, Chile
Hydraulic engineer just graduated, planning PhD studies
with the aim of developing an academic career. Currently
working as research assistant at the Hydraulics Engineering Laboratory of the Universidad de Concepción. Currently working with Dr.-Ing Oscar Link in sediment transport
related topics
Networking with Chilean and German researchers in renewable energies with a focus in Hydropower and looking
for research opportunities in Germany in Water related
topics

Universidad Tecnológica Nacional (Argentina)
Córdoba and Buenos Aires, Argentina
She studied Chemical Engineering and MSc. in Environmental Engineering from UTN. She is full professor for the
subjects Design and optimization of chemical processes
and for project management. Her focus on research is
water quality and basins management, environmental impact assessment and LCA.
Also she is in charge since 2005 of the International Office
at Faculty Córdoba (UTN) and Director of International
Cooperation for the UTN Rectorade since 2013. Since the
creation in 2009 is the president of the KIT Alumniclub
Argentina.
To consolidate the existing collaborations between the
UTN and Argentina with the Chilean partners and explore
new collaboration opportunities with other institutions and
with the KIT Alumniclub Chile and others.
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Ma
artín Baudiino
loccation
short profile

expectations of
o
the
e conferenc
ce

g.
Prof. Dr.-Ing
Cristian Borrnha
ardt
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Univ
versidad Na
acional de La Pampa (Argentina
a)
Santa
a Rosa, La Pampa, Arrgentina
Auxilliary Professor of Introduction to IIndustrial Automation
A
at Un
niversidad Nacional
N
de
e La Pampaa (UNLPam
m), Argentina. Main activ
vities: besid
des teachingg, research
h and develop
pment of re
emote senso
ors and wirreless powe
er transfer
techn
nologies.
Form
mer Sub-sec
cretary of In
nformation T
Technologies at UNLPam
m from 2014 to 2018 and repressentative in the Connecti vity and Infformation Systems
S
Coommission of
o the Nationa
al Interunive
ersity Board (CIN).
Educcation: Elec
ctronics Eng
gineering deegree at the
e National
Tech
hnological University,
U
Regional
R
Faaculty of Córrdoba.
working with
h fellow Alu
umni and eexploring co
ooperation
Netw
oppo
ortunities wiith KIT and other Latinn-American Universities.

versidad de La Fronte
era (Chile)
Univ
Tem
muco, Chile
He o
obtained his
s Chemical Engineerinng degree at
a University o
of Concepciión, Chile (1979),
(
andd his Maste
er in Engineerring Scienc
ces, major in Chemicaal Engineerring at the
sam
me Universitty (1981). Afterwards,
A
he studied Food Processs Engineerring at Tec
chnical Unniversity of Karlsruhe
(198
83) and the
en obtained his Dr.-Inng. in Env
vironmental
Eng
gineering att Technical Universityy of Berlin, Germany
96). His aca
ademic activities are reelated to un
ndergradu(199
ate and gradua
ate teaching
g, researchh and technical advice
in th
he fields of Food Engin
neering andd Environme
ental Engineerring, mainly
y physical-c
chemical annd biological treatment
of urrban and in
ndustrial wastewaters, eeffluent management,
and process en
ngineering with
w focus oon pollution prevention
and energy efficiency. Related to bioological trea
atment, the
focu
us has been
n on nitroge
en removall using advanced biologiccal treatments. During his academ
mic career, he served
diffe
erent univerrsity positions at Univeersidad de La Frontera, iincluding Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and Science
es (2010-16
6). At this moment,
m
he is General Director of
at regionall state Unithe project “Wo
orld-class Engineering
E
verssities in the central-sou
uth of Chilee”, which co
orresponds
to a n associativ
ve initiative of the Univversities of La Frontera, B
Bío-Bío and
d Talca, witth funding oof more tha
an US$ 10
milli on financed
d by CORFO
O.
Sincce 2011 he is Presiden
nt of the Chiilean KIT-AllumniClub.
ve networkss of Chilean
n and GerTo sstrengthen collaborativ
man
n researche
ers.
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Prof. Dr.
A
Andreas
Bra
aun
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

V
Dr. Alisson V.
Brito
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Karllsruhe Insttitute of Technology ((Germany)
Karl sruhe, Germ
many
Juniior Professo
or for Risk-oriented Reegional Dev
velopment.
Edu cation: Geo
oecology (D
Diploma), soociology (M
M.A.). Head
of th
he project IEDE – Ins
stitute of Ecco-Industria
al Developmen
nt: establish
hment of a virtual
v
reseaarch institutte together
with
h Universida
ad de Chile, Univers idad de Co
oncepcion,
Univversidad Au
ustral de Chile.
C
Mainn research areas: region
nal develop
pment – vu
ulnerability research – land use
impa
act researc
ch. Researc
ch experiennce in Chile
e: land use
stud
dies relating
g to defores
station – eccological co
onsequences o
of deforesta
ation – social hazardss as a result of forest
firess – social co
onflicts with indigenouss ethnic groups.
working witth Chilean researchers
rs in renew
wable enerNetw
giess, presentation of own activitiess, scientific exchange
with
h Chilean au
uthorities in the contextt of own pro
ojects.

Univ
versidade Federal da Paraíba (B
Brazil)
João
o Pessoa, Paraíba,
P
Bra
azil
Alissson Brito ho
olds doctora
ate in Electrrical Engine
eering from
the Federal Un
niversity of Campina
C
G
Grande (UFC
CG), Brazil
in fie
eld of Microelectronics
s in 2008, with coope
eration with
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
T
y (KIT), Gerrmany, has
masster (2003) and BA degrees inn Compute
er Science
(200
01) also by UFCG. He
e is currentlyy reviewer of national
and internation
nal journals
s and confeerences. Has
H
experience
e in Compu
uter Science, with empphasis on design
d
and
deve
elopment of
o embedded systems,, mainly in the following tthemes: De
esign and Simulation oof Embedde
ed Systems
and Application
ns using Unmanned A
Aerial Vehic
cles. He is
essor at Un
niversidade Federal da
d Paraiba
currrently profe
(UFP
PB), is Co
oordinator of
o the Labooratory of Embedded
Systtems and Robotics
R
(La
aSER) and works on the
t Graduate Program in Computer Science (P
PPGI) of UF
FPB, where
he te
eaches cou
urses mainly
y in the areaas of Comp
puter Architectu
ure and Em
mbedded Systems
S
forr students from
f
Compute
er Science and
a Computer Engineeering.
working an
nd possible
e future co
collaboration
n with reNetw
searrchers in the applicatio
on of Unmannned Aerial Vehicles

1
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Bernardo
Cienfuegos
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Prof. Dr. Frrank
Dinter
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

Pon
ntificia Univ
versidad Católica de V
Valparaíso
o (Chile)
Valp
paraíso, Chile
Ressearcher at the Centro
o Interdiscipplinario de Ingeniería,
Pon
ntificia Unive
ersidad Cató
ólica de Va lparaíso (PUCV).
He sstudied Indu
ustrial Engineering at tthe PUCV. He worked
as
scientific
c
staff
at
tthe
Insttitut
für
Tech
hnikfolgena
abschätzung
g und Systtemanalyse
e (ITAS) at
the Karlsruher Institut für Technolog ie. He is finishing his
Disssertation at the Technis
sche Univerrsität Darms
stadt.
He h
has experie
ence in deve
eloping deccision suppo
ort systems
for Inventory Manageme
ent, Producction and Scheduling
S
and Supply Chain
C
Systtems. His research areas are
rene
ewable ene
ergies, comb
bining biom
mass logistic
cs and Life
Cyc le Assessm
ment for a sustainablee approach. Currently
workking on in
nterdisciplin
nary teamw
work and UniversityIndu
ustry applied
d projects.
working with researc
chers interrested in renewable
Netw
enerrgies, interd
disciplinary teamwork and applie
ed projects.
Mee
et old KIT Alumni
A
friend
ds and new ones too.

Frau
unhofer Ce
enter for So
olar Energyy Technolo
ogies
(Chiile)
San
ntiago, Chile
e
Proff. Frank Dinter wrote his diplomaa work at Plataforma
Sola
ar de Almerria, Spain in 1986/87. H
He complete
ed his PhD
(Dr.--Ing.) on Thermal
T
Energy Storagge Systems for CSP
plan
nts in 1992. Afterwards
s he workedd for a German utility,
and filled varrious positiions there,, including Head of
Ressearch & Developmen
D
t for optim
mization of fossil fired
pow
wer stations
s. In 2008 he re-joineed Solar Energy
E
as,
Hea
ad of Solar, at RWE Inn
nogy, Germ
many.
Fran
nk was resp
ponsible forr the operattion of 25 PV plants in
Germ
many/Spain
n and becam
me technicaal director of
o “Andasol
3” (50 MW CSP plan
nt in soutthern Spain) during
consstruction an
nd operation
n phase.
From
m 2013 unttil 2017 Frank was the Eskom Ch
hair in CSP
and headed th
he Solar Th
hermal Eneergy Resea
arch Group
(STE
ERG) at Ste
ellenbosch University, South Afric
ca.
Sincce July 2017 Frank
k works foor Fraunho
ofer Chile
Ressearch in the Center of Solar E
Energy Technologies
(FCR
R-CSET). Since Febrruary 2018 he is the executive
Dire
ector of FCR
R-CSET.

exxpectations of
th
he conference

1
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Prof. Dr. Márcio
Dorn
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Prof. Dr. Jaime
Freiberger Jr.
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil)
Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
Márcio Dorn is an Associate Professor with the Institute of
Informatics (INF) at Federal University of Rio Grande do
Sul (UFRGS), Porto Alegre, Brazil. He is lead of the
Structural Bioinformatics and Computational Biology
Laboratory. Education: he holds a Ph.D. in Computer
Science from the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
in Computer Science (2012), and MSc (2008) in Computer
Science from the Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio
Grande do Sul (PUCRS), Porto Alegre, Brazil. In 2008,
2009 and 2017 he was a research associate at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany. His research
interests include Bioinformatics, Structural Bioinformatics,
Machine Learning, Metaheuristics, Artificial Intelligence
and High-Performance Computing. Prof. Dorn is a CNPq
(Brazilian National Research Council) Advanced Fellow,
and an Alexander von Humboldt Research Fellow (AvH
Germany).
Networking with German and Chilean researchers,
presentation of own research activities, discuss possible
cooperation in the fields of applied computing,
Bioinformatics, and artificial intelligence.

Federal University of Santa Maria (Brazil)
Santa Maria-RS, Brazil
Associate Professor in the Department of Rural
Engineering focused on the subjects Topographical
Survey and Satellite Geodesy for undergraduate students
of Forestry and Civil Engineering. He is engaged on
research, education and extension projects also in the
environmental sector.
To build a network for scientific and technological
partnerships to encourage cooperation between research
alumni and KIT.
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Prof. Dr.
Ximena Garcia
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Dr. Carla
G
Gutiérrez
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

versity of Concepció
C
n (Chile)
Univ
Con
ncepción, Chile
Full professor at
a the Chem
mical Enginneering Dep
partment of
the University of Concepc
cion. Doctoor degree in
n Chemical
Eng
gineering Sc
ciences, of the
t Universsity of Conce
epcion and
the University of
o Karlsruhe
e in 1991. R
Research lines: Thermal conversion
n of coal, bio
omass and related ma
aterials, cocom
mbustion of coal/biomas
c
ss blends, ddeveloping of low cost
cata
alysts for soot
s
combustion, biom
mass gasific
cation and
CO//CO2 metha
anation, stud
dies on kineetics and mechanisms
of h
heterogeneo
ous reaction
ns. More thhan 40 publications in
inde
exed (web of
o Science)) journals, aand respon
nsible for a
varie
ety of resea
arch projects. Head off the graduate School
of th
he Universitty during the
e period 20006-2018.
explore pos
ssibilities off scientific collaboratio
on with reTo e
searrch groups of similar in
nterests andd to promotte academic m
mobility among both institutions.

Univ
versidad de O’Higgin
ns (Chile)
Ran
ncagua, Chile
Dire
ector of the
e Foreign Affairs
A
Officce at Unive
ersidad de
O’H iggins.
Edu cation: Stu
udied Philos
sophy at U
Universidad de Chile.
Afte
er that, she moved to Germany.
G
Inn 2010 she earned
e
her
Masster’s degre
ee in Regional Sciencee and Territorial planning
g at IfR at KIT.
K
During the Masterr study, Ca
arla worked
as H
HiWi at Frau
unhofer Insttitute for Syystems and Innovation
Ressearch in re
esearch inn
novation prrojects betw
ween German
ny and Chile
e. In 2016 she
s compleeted her doc
ctorate degree
e in Social and Econo
omic Geogrraphy at Un
niversity of
Heid
delberg.
c Universityy in Chile Universidad
U
Pressenting ourr new public
de O
O’Higgins (U
UOH) to the
e german accademic an
nd scientific
netw
work, prom
moting and fostering ccooperation
n between
UOH
H and KIT
T researche
ers. Meetinng Chilean
n research
alum
mni of KIT.
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Prof. Dr.
Thomas Hirth
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Oliver Kaas
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany)
Karlsruhe, Germany
Vice President for Innovation and International Affairs.
Education: Studied chemistry at Universität Karlsruhe in
Germany, one of the predecessor institutions of the KIT,
and then graduated in Karlsruhe at the Institute of Physical
Chemistry and Electrochemistry. From 1992 to 2007,
Thomas Hirth worked at Fraunhofer Institute for Chemical
Technology ICT in Pfinztal, Germany, holding different
positions from postdoctoral research fellow to head of environmental
engineering.
In December 2007, he moved to Stuttgart to become the
Director of Fraunhofer Institute for Interfacial Engineering
and Biotechnology. In 2008, he additionally was appointed
professor at the University of Stuttgart and head of the
Institute of Interfacial Process Engineering and Plasma
Technology.
In 2012, Thomas Hirth became vice-dean of the Faculty of
Energy, Process, and Bio-Engineering of the University of
Stuttgart. In January 2012, he became member of the
Presidential Committee of Fraunhofer Institute Stuttgart.
Moreover, he was scientific coordinator of the BioEconomy Leading-edge Cluster and took over the presidency of the steering committee of the research program
“Bioökonomie Baden-Württemberg” in 2014. In early 2013,
Since January 01, 2016, he has been Vice President for
Innovation and International Affairs of KIT.
Fostering cooperation projects between Chilean research
institutions and KIT, networking with Chilean researchers
in the renewable raw materials and energies sector, meeting research alumni of KIT

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany)
Karlsruhe, Germany
Advisor for internationally mobile researchers at the International Scholars and Welcome Office, a sub-division of
the International Affairs Business Unit of KIT. Main activities: Funding opportunities for internationally mobile researchers (Humboldt-Foundation, Helmholtz Association,
DAAD, DFG, scholarships, information roadshows, integrative activities, project officer in charge of the Research
Alumni
Initiative
at
KIT.
Education: Master’s degree in International Affairs / Conflict and Peace Studies at Goethe University of Frankfurt
and Technical University of Darmstadt.
Promoting and expanding the research alumni network in
Chile and Latin America, networking with research alumni,
fostering cooperation between research alumni and KIT
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Prof. Dr.
Thomas Kohl
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Dr. Andrea
Lazo
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany)
Karlsruhe, Germany
Full professor for geothermal energy and head of the
Helmholtz geothermal program at Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology at KIT. After his degree in Geophysics at the
Technical University of Karlsruhe he became research
associate at CNRS in Paris in the field of seismology. In
1992 he got his PhD at ETH Zurich on his investigations of
coupled processes in deep geothermal systems. After
completing his habilitation thesis, he became senior lecturer at ETH Zürich in 1999 as recognized expert on subsurface and especially in geothermal systems. As cofounder of GEOWATT AG in Zürich he was the CEO of
this ETH spin-off, medium size company between 2003
and 2011. In 2010, he was appointed professor at KIT. A
major research focus is on the investigation of geomechanical aspects in fractured systems. As such, the origin
and impact of induced seismicity and the impact on the
reservoir is of strong interest. With his arrival, KIT became
an internationally renowned institution in geothermal research.
Networking and initiation of interdisciplinary research projects, contact to researchers in Latin America; contact to
authorities fostering binational research

Universidad Técnica Federico Santa María (Chile)
Valparaiso, Chile
She has an academic position at Chemical and Environmental Engineering Department of Universidad Técnica
Federico Santa María. Between 2002 and 2003 she obtained a specialization in electrochemistry and photochemistry at University of Karlsruhe and after that, during her
doctoral studies, she carried out and internship at KIT. She
has worked at industry and university in electrochemical
researches applied to chemical, environmental and material Sciences.
Networking with Chilean and German researches, exploring the possibility of future collaborations with other professionals or research institutions.
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Irma Mantilla
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Prof. Dr.
Francisco
Marshall
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany)
Karlsruhe, Germany
Staff member at KIT International Affairs office and Institute of Regional Science.
Administrative Coordinator of the KIT-Chile Cluster, a
group of 17 KIT institutes seeking to extend cooperation in
research, teaching and innovation in the fields of renewable energies and sustainable use of resources.
Member of the IEDE team.
Regional officer for Latin-America, exploring new cooperation possibilities between KIT and Latin-American universities and institutions.
Professional experience in grant management of European research projects (Horizon 2020), gained both in a consultancy office and in the renewable energy industry.
Promoting and expanding cooperation between KIT and
Latin-American universities/institutions, networking with
researchers and authorities

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (Brazil)
Porto Alegre, RS, Brazil
Francisco Marshall is Full Professor within the Department
of History, IFCH-UFRGS, and the current President of the
Humboldt Club of Brazil. PhD by the USP, with post-doc in
Princeton (Fulbright grant, 1998) and Heidelberg (Humboldt grant, 2009), Francisco Marshall is specialized in
classical culture (History, Philosophy, Literature, Arts) and
classical archaeology, Francisco Marshall works also with
History and epistemology of the Sciences, Cultural History
and Museology.
Networking with German and Chilean researchers and
managers, presentation of a panel on epistemological
questions related to sustainability, enhancing the theoretical sensibility on the general subject of the meeting.
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Prof. Dr.
R
Rodrigo
Mik
kosz
G
Gonçalves
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Dr. Sonia
M
Montecinos
G
Geisse
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

deral University of Perrnambuco (Brazil)
Fed
Reccife-PE, Brazil
He is an associate profes
ssor of Envvironmental Geoinformatiics at Fede
eral Univers
sity of Pernaambuco (UFPE), Brazil, a
and a permanent mem
mber of the G
Geodetic Sc
cience and
hnology off Geoinform
Tech
mation Posst Graduate
e Program
(UFP
PE). He ha
as research
h experiencce in the fie
eld of environm
mental geodesy, with specific foccus on: coa
astal mapping
g, shoreline monitoring and model ling.
my opinion this
t
new op
pportunity too attend this
s seminary
In m
in C
Chile will ke
eep improving my netw
working skillls and enlightten myself with KIT progress
p
in Innovation
n and new
rese
earch opportunities as
s well keepping actively
y as a researrch alumnus
s of KIT.

Univ
versidad de La Seren
na (Chile)
La S
Serena, Chile
Aca demic of th
he Departa
amento de Física y Astronomía,
A
Unin
nversidad de
d La Sere
ena, Chile. Education: Master in
Scie
ences in Ph
hysics (Univ
v. de Chilee); Dr. rer. nat. in the
Tech
hnische Un
niversitaet, Clausthal. Head of the
t
project
CON
NICYT-BMB
BF “Prediction of an ooptimized sy
ystem with
rene
ewable ene
ergies in Chile”. Experi ence leadin
ng projects
in attmospheric physic, fog
g characteriization and renewable
enerrgy founded by Chilean an Inteernational cooperation
c
foun
nds (BMBF
F-CONICYT
T). Researcch experie
ence: wind
map
ps, wind energy foreca
ast. Networkking with Chilean
C
and
man researrchers in ren
Germ
newable ennergies.
To kknow aboutt research activities inn Chile and KIT in renew
wable energ
gy, and to get
g new conntacts in th
his area for
futurre cooperattions.
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Prof. Dr.
R
Rodrigo
PalmaBehnke
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

versidad de Chile FCFM (Chile)
Univ
San
ntiago, Chile
e
Rod
drigo Palma
a-Behnke (M'94,
(
SM'004) He received his
B.Scc. and M.Sc
c. on Electrical Engineeering from the
t Pontificia Universidad
d Católica de
d Chile annd a Dr.-Ing
g. from the
Univversity of Dortmund, Germany.
G
Hee is associa
ate professor at the Elec
ctrical Engineering Deepartment at
a the Universsity of Chile
e. His resea
arch field is the plannin
ng and operattion of electtrical system
ms in compeetitive powe
er markets,
rene
ewable ene
ergy, solarr energy ssolutions, smartgrids,
s
pow
wer system education, and the developme
ent of microg
grids solutio
ons. He is with the Ennergy Centter, FCFM,
Univversity of Chile (www.c
centroenerggia.cl), and Director of
Center SERC-Chile
the Solar Energy
E
Research C
(ww
ww.sercchile
e.cl). He wa
as Chairmaan of the IEEE Chile
Sect
ction, 2011-2012, 2007
7-2008, 20003-2004. Se
ecretary in
the IEEE Task
k Force on Microgrid S
Stability An
nalysis and
Mod
deling (Chairs: Claudio
o Cañizaress, University
y of Waterloo, and Jim Reilly,
R
Reilly
y Associatees). Co-foun
nder of the
initia
ative: Comu
unidad Solar R9 (solaar commun
nity) of the
IEEE
E (www.com
munidadsolar.cl). Direcctor of the Ayllu
A
Solar
Projject (www.a
ayllusolar.cl)).

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Maximiliano
M
o
Pa
avez
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Karllsruhe Insttitute of Technology ((Germany)
Karl sruhe, Germ
many
Docctoral student of Division of Geotthermal Ene
ergy, Institute of Applied Geoscienc
ces (AWG), KIT. Work
king in joint
inve
ersion of ma
agnetotelluric and gravvity data of geothermal
g
rese
ervoirs in southern Ch
hile. Doctorral scholars
ship holder
thro ugh bi-late
eral agreem
ment of DA
AAD and CONICYT.
Edu cation: Master in Geo
ophysics aat University
y of Chile;
Bacchelor of Physics in Pontifical
P
C
Catholic Un
niversity of
Chil e.
mote geoth
hermal rese
earch of th e institute of applied
Prom
scie
ences and promote
p
participation inn DAAD sch
holarships.
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Dr.-Ing. Erw
D
win
P
Plett
lo
ocation
short profile

expectations
e
s of
th
he conferen
nce

Alfa
a Lux Ingen
niería SpA (Chile)
San
ntiago, Chile
e
He is a chemic
cal engineer graduatedd from Univ
versidad de
Chi le, with a PhD
P
(Dr.-Ing
g.) in Food Process Engineering
E
from
m Universitä
ät Karlsruhe
e (TH), andd post-doc in Thermal
Eng
gineering att the Unive
ersity of Maadison-Wisc
consin. He
hold
ds a CEM, Certified
C
En
nergy Manaager from the aee, The
Engineers.
Energgy
Asssociation
of
Dr. Plett mana
aged well re
enowned innternationall engineering,, and plant & equipment sales acctivities in th
he fields of
food
d-, chemica
als- & mine
erals-producction with mechanical
m
and
d thermal prrocessing plants (Alfa Laval Food
d Engineering GmbH, GE
EA Wiegand
d GmbH, B abcock BSH AG). He
had
d production
n managem
ment responnsibilities in
n the plastics-- (Plásticos
s W. Plett)), pharmaceeuticals- (L
Laboratorio
Chi le S.A.), dry natural products prooduction (So
oc. Agrícola. y Forestal Casino Ltd
da. & Soc.. Comercia
al Botánica
Ltda
a.), natura
al vegetable oil induustry (Bionovo Chile
Agrroindustria Ltda.)
L
and environmen
e
ntal enginee
ering activities (Sello Verrde Ingenie
ería Ambienntal S.A.). Nowadays
he ffocuses on ventures regarding
r
s ustainability
y as intelligen
nt recycling systems (V
ViveEko SppA), energy
y efficiency
projjects, renew
wable energ
gies (photoovoltaic, sollar thermal
and
d geothermal) and mo
odern lightting system
ms projects
bassed on human centric lighting prinnciples (Alfa
a Lux Ingenierría SpA), be
eing also fo
ounder of Loow Carbon Chile SpA
worrking in the field of na
anotechnoloogy eco-cattalyzers for
fuels.
low
em
missions
He has lecture
ed at technical and colllege levels at Universida
ad de Chile, Universitä
ät Karlsruhee (T.H.), and
d University o
of Wisconsin
n-Madison. He has puublished ove
er 60 technica
al papers in journals, authoredd and edite
ed several
boo
oks and han
ndbook cha
apter publiccations in va
arious proces s-engineeriing fields, where hee has cond
ducted resea
arch, develo
oped practical applicaations, and helped in
marrketing efforrts to promo
ote brand neew technolo
ogies.
Bein
ng co-foun
nder of KIT
T Alumnicluub in Chile
e (formally
Alum
mniKaTH-C
Club Chile) looking foorward to strengthen
colla
aborative networks
n
off South Am
merican and German
rese
earchers
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Prof. Dr.
Benjamin
Q
Quesada
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Susanne
R
Reischmann
n
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Univ
versidad del Rosario (Colombiaa)
Bog otá, Colombia
Proffessor in Climatology,
C
Leader of the Resea
arch Group
ICE “Interactio
ons Climate
e-Ecosystem
ms”. Educa
ation: Mechan
nical engin
neer, M.Sc. in Environnmental an
nd Climate
Scie
ences, PhD in Climatology (Francce), Post-do
oc in vegetatio
on-atmosphere feedba
acks (KIT, Germany);; Main researrch areas: land-atmos
sphere inteeractions – deforestation impact on
n climate and
a
carbonn – extreme weather
even
nts – photov
voltaic modelling.
Learrning abou
ut innovativ
ve researchh on renew
wable and
pote
ential links with climatte change, Promote knowledge
transsfer to bu
uild similar successfu l Colombia
an-German
scie
entific cooperation in Colombia, Networking with researrch alumni and
a cooperating with K
KIT.

emic Excha
ange Serviice, DAAD (Chile)
Gerrman Acade
San
ntiago de Ch
hile, Chile
Sincce august 2018
2
directo
or of the DA
AAD Inform
mation Center iin Santiago
o. From 09/2017 to 055/2018 lectture at the
Ruh
hr Universitä
ät Bochum, from 08/20012 to 06/2017 DAAD
lectu
ure at USAC
C, Guatema
ala
alization annd the pro
ograms of
To promote internationa
DAA
AD.
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dy
Dr.-Ing. Fred
R
Rios
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

g.
Prof. Dr. Ing
orge
Jo
R
RodríguezHernández
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Karllsruhe Insttitute of Technology ((Germany)
Karl sruhe, Germ
many
He o
obtained hiis Civil Eng
gineering in Information Systems
degrree at Univ
versidad Au
ustral de C
Chile, with a major in
Softtware Engin
neering. After working in the industry and in
appllied science
e in the forrest sector,, he pursue
ed doctoral
stud
dies at the KIT at the Institute oof Applied Informatics
and Formal De
escription Methods. At tthe AIFB hiis research
focu
used on natture-inspired algorithm
ms and theirr utilization
for optimizing the consumption oof renewab
ble energy
sourrces in a de
emand side managemeent context.. Currently,
as S
Scientific Coordinator of the KIT-C
Chile Clustter and the
E project his responsibilities innclude, amo
IEDE
ong other,
strattegic comm
munication with
w Chileann and Germ
man institutionss, project managemen
m
t and grant application
ns.
nsolidating existing
e
colllaborations between th
he KIT and
Con
its’ C
Chilean parrtners and explore
e
new
w collaborattion opportunitties with oth
her strategic
c institutionss.

Pon
ntificia Univ
versidad Católica del Perú (Perú
ú)

Lima
a, Perú
Mecchanical Engineer fro
om the P
Pontificia Universidad
U
Cató
ólica del Pe
erú (1978), Diplom Inggenieur in Mechanical
M
Eng
gineering att the Unive
ersity Frideericiana of Karlsruhe,
Germ
many (199
92). Doctorrate in Mecchanical Engineering
E
and Industrial Organizatio
on at the U
University Carlos
C
III of
drid (2017).
Mad
He h
has been working
w
sinc
ce 1980 as a teacher of
o Mechanical Engineering
g at the Po
ontificia Uniiversidad Católica
C
del
Perú
ú (PUCP). He has also been Vissiting Profes
ssor at the
Sch ool of Mec
chanical Engineering oof the Unive
ersidad de
las A
Américas in
n Puebla, Mexico
M
and Professor of
o the Master P
Program off Mechanic
cal Engineeering of the
e Graduate
Sch ool of the Universidad
d Nacional de Ingenie
ería, Lima,
Peru
u. He is currrently Profe
essor of thee Departme
ent of Engineerring of the
e PUCP an
nd teachess Applied Mechanics
courrses in the specialties of Mechannical Engine
eering and
Mecchatronics. He is also Director off the Maste
er's Degree
in M
Mechanical Engineering
E
g. He is a m
member of the
t Permanentt Commission for Educ
cation of thee Internatio
onal Federation
n for the Promotion of Machinnes and Mechanisms
(IFT
ToMM) and is chairma
an of the IF
FToMM-Perru Committee.
mote internationalizatio
on and techhnological cooperation
c
Prom
prog
grams between KIT and Latin Ameerican unive
ersities.
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oth
Dr. Petra Ro
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

R
Rainer
Schrröer
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Karllsruhe Insttitute of Technology ((Germany)
Karl sruhe, Germ
many
Hea
ad of the In
nternational Scholars aand Welcome Office,
sub--division off the International Affaairs Busine
ess Unit of
KIT.. Main activ
vities: Strate
egic developpment of professional
and individualized support for interrnationally mobile researrchers and promotion of their paarticipation in the KIT
com
mmunity; co
oncept for the
t
liaison of KIT with
h research
alum
mni for mutual benefits
s. Member of the stee
ering group
of th
he Scholars
s at risk Germany Secttion in supp
port of persecu
uted scientists.
Edu cation: Forrest Enginee
ering (USP
P, Brazil); Doctorate in
Biolo
ogy/Plant Physiology
P
(Universität Karlsruhe)
moting the idea of the KIT researrch alumni network in
Prom
Chil e by providing an environment forr personal encounters
e
to fo
oster the bo
onds with KIIT, a lastingg exchange and future
coop
peration.

Deu
utsche Ges
sellschaft fü
ür Internatiionale Zusammenarbe
eit (GIZ) Gm
mbH, Santiiago de Ch
hile (Chile)
San
ntiago de Ch
hile, Chile
Rain
ner Schröerr is physica
al engineer graduated in Aachen,
Germ
many and is
i since 201
14, responssible for the
e coordination of GIZ imp
plemented 4E-program
4
m in Chile, which
w
consistss of severall projects re
elated to thee promotion
n of renewable
e energies and energy
y efficiencyy in Chile and
a
Argentine.. Rainer Sc
chröer has accumulated
a
d more than 35 years
of e
experience working
w
in the privatee and the government
secttor in activ
vities related to energgy, energy efficiency,
rene
ewable ene
ergies and water
w
supplly/treatment. After his
first working experience
e
at the KFA
A-Jülich (Nu
uclear Researrch Center)), he worked
d 7 years aas adviser fo
or the Philippin
ne National Oil-Compa
any, 4 yearss in Argentine as consulta
ant on wate
er and energy issues and 4 yea
ars as consulta
ant in Bras
sil for energy companny CEMIG. For more
than
n 15 years he was representative
ve of Germa
an companiess Steag (en
nergy) and BWI (wateer) and witth his own
servvice-compan
ny BWdoBrrasil workingg in energy
y and water
relatted projects
s, mainly forr the Brazili an mining industry.
He w
was hired by
b GIZ in 2008
2
for thee acquisition of CDMproje
ects (clean
n developm
ment mechaanism) in Brasil and
from
m 2010-2014 for creating and impplementing a regional
GIZ--energy pro
ogram for th
he central A
American countries.
Exp anding nettworking with participaants from Chile and
othe
er countries
s and discus
ssing possibbilities for cooperation
c
in asspects rega
arding the promotion
p
oof renewable energies
and energy efficiency.
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Dr. Martina
Schulze
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Annika
A
Schüttler
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

Gerrman Acade
emic Excha
ange Serviice, DAAD (Brazil)
Rio de Janeiro and São Pa
aulo
Dire
ector of th
he German Academicc Exchang
ge Service
(DAA
AAD) Region
nal Office in Rio de JJaneiro sinc
ce October
2014
4. Since 20
017, she holds also thee position off director of
the German Ce
entre of Res
search and Innovation (DWIH) in
São
o Paulo. Fro
om 1993 onwards, she has been working
w
for
the DAAD and has held se
everal manaagerial positions within th
he organiza
ation throug
ghout her ccareer, most of them
relatted to Latin America. She
S holds a PhD in Linguistics. In
totall, she dedicated more
e than 15 yyears to stu
udying, researrching, teac
ching and working
w
in higher edu
ucation cooperration in So
outh America.
are the expe
erience of the Germann Centre forr Research
Sha
and Innovation
n, São Paulo, with thee participan
nts. Learn
abou
ut innovatio
on in the arrea of renew
wable energ
gy and the
co-o
operation be
etween Res
search Univversities an
nd Industry
in C
Chile.

CAM
MCHAL - Chilean-Ger
C
rman Cham
mber of Com
mmerce
and
d Industry (Chile)
San
ntiago, Chile
e
Ann
nika Schüttle
er leads the
e Energy Diivision of th
he ChileanGerm
man Cham
mber of Commerce and Industry (CAMCHA
AL). She sttudied Euro
opean Studiies at Maas
stricht Universsity in The Netherland
ds, specializzing in env
vironmental
polittics and the
e principle of sustainaability. She followed a
speccialization course
c
on Ecological
E
E
Economics at the Universsity of Buen
nos Aires, Argentina,
A
aand on the MethodoloM
gy o
of Life Cycle
e Analysis at
a Northwesstern University, USA.
In C
Chile, she ha
as worked at
a Eurochilee and with the
t company P
Pipartner de
eveloping prrojects in thhe fields of Renewable
R
Ene
ergies and Energy Effficiency. Fuurthermore, she introed the Dutch technolo
ogy Groasiss Waterbox
xx and the
duce
man techno
Germ
ology Yara-ZIM Plantt Technolog
gy into the
Chil ean markett, both aime
ed at reduccing water use
u in agricultu
ure and the forestry ind
dustry.

exxpectations of
th
he conference
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Pa
ascal Sick
lo
ocation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
th
he conference

Prrof. Dr. Ullrrich
Sttahl
loccation
sh
hort profile

exxpectations of
the
e conferenc
ce

Karllsruhe Insttitute of Technology ((Germany)
Karl sruhe, Germ
many
App
prentice as Office
O
Mana
agement Asssistant at the Internationa
al Affairs bu
usiness unitt. Main activvities: Assis
stant to the
head
d of the bu
usiness unitt as well ass event ma
anaging for
the International Affairs sub-division Regional Strategy
S
&
Inforrmation.
ghts about an interna
ational confference and
d research
Insig
alum
mni work

Cen
ntral Univerrsity of Ecu
uador (Ecu ador)
Quitto, Ecuadorr
He sstudied Che
emistry from
m 1987 to 1995 at the
e Universityy
of K
Karlsruhe, Germany.
G
In
n 1999 he received his
h Ph.D. in
n
Che
emistry at th
he Universitty of Karlsruuhe, studying the “De-velo
opment of a method for stabilizatioon of polym
mer films on
n
SAW
W-sensors for
f analysis
s of organicc gases”. His
H postdoc-torall research at the Forschungszenntrum Karls
sruhe, Ger-man
ny, which is now part of
o the Karlssruhe Institu
ute of Tech-nolo
ogy, include
ed developm
ment and opperation of gas sensorr
syste
ems based
d on surfac
ce acousticc wave dev
vices. Since
e
2014
4, he is an associate professor
p
att the Faculty
y of Chemi-cal E
Engineering
g of the Cen
ntral Univerrsity of Ecua
ador in Qui-to, E
Ecuador an
nd his resea
arch interessts are focu
used on dif-feren
nt aspects of
o renewable energiess, like microwave pyrol-ysis of waste biiomass and generationn of biofuels
s.
anding netw
working with
h research alumni also
o from Latin
n
Expa
Ame
erica, fostering coope
eration betw
ween resea
arch alumni
and KIT.
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Dr.-Ing. Guido
Staub
location
short profile

Álvaro Viveros
Bittner
location
short profile

University of Concepción (Chile)
Concepción, Chile
I started my university career at KIT (former University of
Karlsruhe (TH)) in 1997 as a student of Surveying (Vermessungswesen). I graduated in 2003 and did my PhD at
the Institute for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing at
KIT. In 2006 I obtained my doctoral degree on Engineering
Sciences. Since 2007 I am an academic at the University of
Concepción, Chile.
At this moment I am an Associate Professor at the University of Concepción and Head of the Department for Geodetic Sciences and Geomatics, which forms professionals in
the area of Topography, Surveying and Geomatics since
1963. My current research is focused on climate change
and environmental studies. Most of them are based on remote sensing techniques and visualization of data from a
huge variety of sources, what is also known as sensor fusion.

Universidad de Concepción (Chile)

Concepción, Chile
I studied Mechanical Engineering at the University of Concepción and Alumni of the Karlsruher Institute for Technology (KIT) thanks to a university Exchange with the DAAD. I
am constantly looking for venturing into various activities
where I can get learnings. In 2017 I developed an entrepreneurial venture learning leadership skills and wood
manufacturing.
I'm developing a project on a dairy using Renewable Energy. Today the plant works with oil and want to reduce the
pollution. The project considerers to build a new plant to
produce cheese, both plants working with "Green Energy".
expectations of It is a big opportunity to work with researchers and to be
the conference
part with the Alumniclub Chile and others countries. Also
want to get actualization about renewable energy in Chile,
and use this knowledge for some future projects.
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Dr. Karin Walter
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Prof. Dr.
Christof
Weinhardt
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Hidrolatina de Chile (Chile)
Santiago, Chile
Research and development manager Hidrolatina de Chile.
Education: Chemical Engineering, University of Concepción (2011), Doctor degree in Chemistry (Catalysis), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (2016). Current research
lines: water treatment, purification and recovery; osmosis,
filtration and ultrafiltration technologies; sedimentation
processes; membrane optimization; corrosion control; advanced oxidation; coagulation-flocculation; effluent management.
Explore new national and international collaboration opportunities and networking.

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (Germany)
Karlsruhe, Germany
He graduated in Industrial Engineering and received his
Ph.D. in Economics from the University of Karlsruhe (TH)
in 1989. Then he focused his research work more on Information System at the Universities of Giessen and Bielefeld. Currently – as full professor - he is director of the Institute for Information Systems and Marketing (IISM) at the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) heading the group
“Information and Market Engineering” (IM).
With his academic background in Industrial Engineering,
Business Administration, Economics, and Information Systems his research focuses on interdisciplinary topics related to Market Design and Engineering with applications in
IT services, energy, finance, and telecommunications
markets. In these areas he is chair, co-editor, and reviewer
for numerous international journals and conferences, published more than 200 peer reviewed papers and books
and received a number of awards for his research and
teaching work.
Consolidating existing collaborations between our group
and our Chilean partners and explore new collaboration
opportunities with other institutions in Chile and South
America.
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Liege Wosiacki
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Verónica Yáñez
R.
location
short profile

expectations of
the conference

Federal University of Paraná (Brazil)
Curitiba, Paraná, Brazil
Ph.D. Student at Federal University of Paraná (Brazil) and
at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology s (double-degree).
Working with environmental monitoring, hydrodynamic and
environmental systems modeling. Currently is working at
MUDAK project (Multidisciplinary Data Acquisition as the
Key for a globally applicable water resource management)
context, an international and interdisciplinary research
group that aim to develop a model for the prediction of
medium to long term changes in water quality in reservoirs.
Education: Environmental Engineer degree (2009) at Federal University of Paraná and Master in Computational
Fluid Dynamics at the same university.
Beside the scientific interests and networking with colleagues from different countries, universities, and fieldwork, as a member of Curitiba’s KIT Alumni Club, I would
like to keep in touch with other KIT Alumni Club Presidents
to share experiences.

University of Santiago de Chile (Chile)
Santiago, Chile
Verónica Yáñez is an associate Professor within the Department of Geographical Engineering of the Faculty of
Engineering of University of Santiago de Chile. She is currently the Director of the Center Program in Territorial
Planning, and the Master's program in Environment.
She obtained the degree of Magister in Regional Science
at the Fridericiana University of Karlsruhe from 1999 to
2001 in Germany, in 1996 she graduated as Civil Engineer
in Geography from the University of Santiago de Chile.
She is a pre and postgraduate academic in the subjects of
Planning and Territorial Planning, Instruments of Urban
Planning, Urban Theory and Models, Theory and Regional
Models.
Research focus: Regional and Local Territorial Studies,
Risk and Vulnerability
She is a Member of the Chilean Society of Geography; of
the International Network of the University of Karlsruhe
(UNIKAT), Germany.
Working in a network with Chilean and German researchers, exploring the possibility of future collaborations with
other professionals or research institutions in order to enhance the exchange and transfer of knowledge.
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